Presents 2018

exclusive tailored tours

Unforgettable Jour neys across India & beyond
With the pulse: everything happens and nothing is impossible!
The history, heritage, multi-faceted cultures and traditions
woven with contradictions and contrasts of religions and
rituals, will leave you mesmerised and possibly confused.
Such is the mystery of Mother India... and travels beyond!
Embrace Travels with Shammi with a warm heart and arms
open wide.
These will be life changing adventures with many challenges
to your inner being. And you will yearn for more….
You will leave with your own sense of intrigue of the ordinary
to the extraordinary.
Join me on my incredible journeys with ‘Shakti’ and ‘Shanti’.
I have personally designed each and every tour to share with
you the most awesome experiences for trips of a lifetime.

www.shammisboutiquetours.com

Kerala & Sri Lanka
18 DAYS

FEBRUARY - MARCH 2018

KERALA - GOD’S OWN COUNTRY - 9 DAYS
Tropical paradise, spice gardens, exotic cuisine, festivals,
ayurveda, its backwaters and more... most memorable and
unique.

SRI LANKA - 9 DAYS
A lost land rediscovered by travellers for its cultural richness,
is home to eight World Heritage sites. Ancient kingdoms and
Buddhist ruins, Wildlife National Parks, pristine Tea Gardens
and Sri Lankan cuisine. One of the most sought after
destinations today.

Holi -

FESTIVAL OF COLOURS

16 DAYS

MARCH 2018

ARRIVE DELHI – AGRA – JAIPUR – JODHPUR –
BERA LEOPARD CAMP – UDAIPUR – MUMBAI
OPTIONAL PUNJAB / GOA TOUR - 6 DAYS

Be prepared for some real adventures!

Leh Ladakh -

You will participate in joyful Holi, Festival of Colours, in Jaipur,
Rajasthan. Rejoice in the beginning of spring, a season
of rebirth and vivid colours, with festive food and family
celebrations. Holi brings thousands of people out onto the
streets in a flurry of bright hues as festival goers toss colourful
water and powders at each other.

TO A LAND OF MYSTIQUE AND INTRIGUE

16 DAYS

JULY - AUGUST 2018

ARRIVE DELHI – CHANDIGARH – DHARAMSALA –
MANALI – SARCHU – LEH – AGRA
Enchanting, mountain-framed Leh. Dotted with stupas
and crumbling mud-brick houses, gushing streams and
wide stunning landscapes. The Land surrounded in natural
beauty of emerald lakes. Journey through this awe inspiring
route with its mighty mountain passes and incredible views.
An ultimate thrill of a road trip in India.

SHAMMI’S INDIA

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED

North East India + Bhutan + South India
20 DAYS

SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER 2018

KOLKATA – DARJEELING – BHUTAN – KERALA
OPTIONAL SRI LANKA TOUR (8 DAYS)
Kolkata - A wise old soul with a throbbing intensity that
breeds brilliance of every emotion imaginable.
Darjeeling - Famed for its distinctive Darjeeling tea in the
foot hills of the Himalayas with a back drop of the majestic
Mt. Kanchenjunga.
Bhutan - A tiny and remote kingdom nestling in the Himalayas.
Almost completely cut off for centuries, fiercely guarding its
ancient traditions.
Kerala - Spice garden of India, tropical paradise of palms,
wide sandy beaches, backwaters, dance forms like
Kathakali.
Named as one of the 10 paradises of the world by National Geographic.

Our India Journey -

A LIFE TIME EPIC ADVENTURE

22 DAYS

OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 2018

ARRIVE DELHI – JODHPUR – UDAIPUR – JAIPUR –
MAHARAJA TRAIN JOURNEY: (VARANASI – KHAJURAHO – AGRA)
– AMRITSAR – GOA – MUMBAI
OPTIONAL STUNNING WILDLIFE SANCTUARY (4 DAYS)
On this memorable journey you will have moments that
will numb the senses with exhilaration, your insight into the
vivid and colourful heritage of India.

Ultimate Luxury Vacation & Golf India
20 DAYS

NOVEMBER 2018

KOLKATA – DELHI – AGRA – RANTHAMBORE – JAIPUR
– GOA – MUMBAI
Shammi Sandhu has launched her specialist golf tours
taking in India’s most sought after heritage and signature
championship golf courses including those designed by
American golfing legend Jack Nicklaus and Aussie golfing
great Greg Norman.
For the non-golfing partners, they will be blown away by their
own line-up of unique experiences put together for them.
WWW.SHAMMISBOUTIQUETOURS.COM

Russia -

BUCKET LIST TRIP OF A LIFETIME

22 DAYS

AUGUST 2018

ST. PETERSBURG + MOSCOW +
TRANS-SIBERIAN TRAIN TO MONGOLIA
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn put it best when he talked about
Russia’s ‘ancient, deeply rooted autonomous culture…full
of riddles and surprises to Western thinking’. You, too, will be
beguiled by the beauty of its arts, historic cities and idyllic
countryside to artistic riches and epic train rides. Russian
culture has a long and rich cultural history, steeped in
literature, ballet, painting and classical music.
Shammi Sandhu will take you on an unforgettable journey
on the Trans-Siberian with lasting impressions for a trip of a
life time.

“There are no words that can describe the journey you
gave us as our entry into India.” Mandy & Terry Pratley

“Shammi, a friend and guide with her knowledge, is an
experience not to be missed.” Sir Michael & Lady Christine Hill

“Thanks for the experience, the memories, the fun and
friendship. Thank you for all the happy surprises in your
India.” Ele & Grant Ludemann

“Shammi’s in charge. Wonderful trip, fascinating with
unexpected gems! Thought challenging.” Sue & Brian Farley

“Our love and sincere thanks for your untiring attention to
the detailed planning of our trip to India.” Gloria & Ian Hurst

“Shammi’s boundless energy, enthusiasm, charm and
passion created a tour that was impeccably planned,
varied and wonderfully intriguing.” Coral & Stuart Brander

Register your interest

Shammi Sandhu

Raised and educated in India, Shammi Sandhu,
lives in Queenstown, New Zealand. She designs and
personally escorts small groups to India. Shammi’s
Boutique Tours are designed to be Bespoke, Unique,
Exclusive and Personal. Long hours of research go
into every trip with minute details, to ensure no
hidden treasures are overlooked. A passionate
individual who works with dedication, consistency,
passion and focus. Having lived in the Western
world for over 30 years, she is able to mix the East
and West with an understanding of empathy and
tolerance of cultures and understandings.
Join her on unforgettable journeys and experiences
across India and beyond.

You have the opportunity for group travel,
escorted by Shammi Sandhu, or as an
independent traveller.
Sightseeing guides available
language of your preference.

in

the

Due to unavoidable circumstances, the
months and dates of tours may vary.
For full details of itineraries, inclusions,
exclusions & terms and conditions, please
contact Shammi Sandhu.
Email: shammi@xtra.co.nz
Call:
+64-21468463
Visit:
www.shammisboutiquetours.com
Facebook: Shammi’s Boutique Tours
Instagram: shammisboutiquetours

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED

